
ADDRESS MARKER SIGN PROJECT COMPLETED 

In the summer of 2017, the Board of Directors of the 

Arrowhead Fire Protection District (AFPD) worked 

with the Arrowhead Improvement Association (AIA) 

to develop a solution to the problem of locating 

specific addresses within the Arrowhead Community.  

When emergency calls were received – especially at 

night or during rain or snow storms – first responders 

were having difficulty locating the addresses where 

assistance was needed.    Many of the address signs 

were difficult to locate because property owners 

placed them in multiple locations and, once located, 

they were often difficult to read.  In addition, a 

significant number of addresses were hidden down 

driveways that serviced multiple locations.  This 

problem frequently delayed needed assistance. 

The solution proposed to the Community and approved by the AIA was to build and place 

uniform address signs.  These signs would be made from 1” x 6” pine lumber cut to 12” 

lengths.  They would be stained with grey stain and white light-reflective numbers would be 

added.  These signs would be mounted on ½” rebar rods at a height of 4 or more feet off the 

ground so that they would not be covered by snow during most winters.  Finally, they would 

be located in the same spot (on the right side) relative to the driveway servicing an address.  

When driveways serviced multiple addresses, a sign post containing all of the addresses on 

that main driveway would be placed at the beginning of the driveway just off the filing road 

and individual signs would be placed at each location serviced by that driveway. 

During the winter of 2017, hundreds of blanks were made and stained in the Koeltzow’s 

shop and basement and address numbers were attached.  Beginning in the summer of 2018, 

members of the Arrowhead Community began distributing these signs.  Since all of our 

utilities are underground, before any sign could be placed in a location, members of the 

AFPD had to work with utility companies to locate the buried utilities in the area.  

Approximately half of the signs were placed in the Community in 2018 with the remainder 

being placed during the summer of 2019.  A total of approximately 570 sign posts were 

planted with approximately 670 address number signs attached.  The project was completed 

in August of 2019. 

It is vital that these signs not be removed or relocated for two main reasons.  First, 

emergency responders will be expecting to find these signs on the right side of each 

driveway as one faces the driveway entrance.  Removal of these signs may delay 

emergency services.  Second, placing these signs in different locations may represent a 

significant safety hazard to the individual doing so.  As stated, all utilities in Arrowhead are 

located underground.  Driving a metal post into the ground if utilities are not marked may 



strike buried electrical lines resulting in a potential shock or it may sever optical telephone 

lines which are very expensive to repair, or it may puncture buried water lines.  Finally, 

since these signs are located on common ground, they are the property of the Arrowhead 

Fire Protection District. 

If you need to have your address sign relocated or if you would like to have one placed at a 

new address, please contact Don Koeltzow (telephone – 970-862-8243; email – 

afpd.koeltzow@gmail.com).  Address signs can be placed after a driveway to a particular 

location has been established. 
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